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Vinayakshri Garments
https://www.indiamart.com/vinayakshrigarments/

With the help of our dedicated professionals, we are counted
amongst the commendable manufacturer and wholesaler of an
excellent quality array of Mens Coat, Men Kurta Pajama, Mens
Ethnic Wear, Stylish Jodhpuri Suit.

About Us
Incepted in the year 2006, Vinayakshri Garments is listed amongst the esteemed manufacturer and
wholesaler of an attractive collection of Mens Coat, Men Kurta Pajama, Mens Ethnic Wear, Stylish
Jodhpuri Suit, Kids Coats, Kids Indo Western Dress, Mens Indo Western Dress and many
more. The garments offered by us are available to clients in a variety of sizes, colors and fits which
can be customized as per the client’s requirements. These products are crafted and designed with
the backing of futuristic technology beneath the administration of competent designers who have
massive adeptness in this realm. The offered range is highly applauded and demanded for its
attractive look, perfect fitting, fine finish, skin-friendly, shrinkage resistance, light weight, easily
washable, unique designs, colorfastness and longevity. Our highly advanced infrastructural facility
equipped with all the required machinery and equipments assist us to achieve firm’s predefined goals
and targets. For ensuring smoother and effective execution of the firm’s processes, the facility has
been segregated into different units. Our highly skilled and dexterous team of professionals helps us
to achieve highest client satisfaction by providing the products in various modified options. Our
professionals communicate with our customers for understanding their requirements and work
accordingly to cater them. Moreover, the provided range is carefully tested against...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/vinayakshrigarments/profile.html

Our Products

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Mens Ethnic Wear

Ethnic Kurta Pajama

Men Kurta Pajama

Mens Indowestern Dress

Our Products

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Kids Indo Western Dress

Kids Coats

Stylish Jodhpuri Suit

Mens Designer Sherwani
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:Manufacturer

CONTACT US
Vinayakshri Garments
Contact Person: Harish Phulwani
No. 10/1, , 2nd Floor,
Indore - 452003, Madhya Pradesh, India
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